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LANGUAGE SKILL

Introduction of Letter “R r”

This week we introduced the letter “R r” to the Nursery kids. First, we
taught them the pronunciation with the help of a phonetic rhyme. We
showed them various real objects and flash cards with the names starting
with this letter. We also taught them to write uppercase and lowercase
letter ’R’ with the help of two fingers. Additionally, we did an activity of
making drawing of Rain in the shape of the letter ‘R’. They enjoyed doing
the activity.

Bubbly Nursery



NUMBER READINESS

Pattern

In mathematics, we taught a pattern to our toddlers. We explained how to draw
the pattern. Children were asked to draw the pattern in their textbook. They
enthusiastically completed their work.

Eesha
Driti

Ishit

Yatharth
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CONCEPT

Lobster and Crab

This week, we taught the children about Lobster and Crab. We explained
them the function and different body parts of a lobster and a crab. The
concept was made easy with the help of a PPT and some videos. The children
enjoyed the session and co-operated well with their parents and teachers.

Toddler’s Dictionary

Seahorse Jellyfish Octopus

Crab Lobster Purple

Transparent Reindeer Tentacles
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Lobster
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Purple Colour Day Celebration
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ihndI

‘z’ vaNa- kxI gaitaivaiQa

ivaVaiqa-yaaoM kxao kxXaa maoM ‘z’ sao zppaa kxI gaitaivaiQa iSaiXakxa Wara kxrvaa[- ga[- | ijasako Antaga-ta ivaVaiqa-yaaoM nao

Alaga à Alaga rMgaaoM kxa pa`yaaoga kxr ApanaI {]̂gailayaaoM ko maaQyama sao [sa gaitaivaiQa kxao pauro {tsaah ko saaqa

ikxyaa |

Bubbly Nursery



LANGUAGE SKILLS

Complete the Missing Sounds

In this week we did one new activity called ‘complete the missing words’
with our Jr. KG kids. First the teacher read and explained the words and
pictures given in the page. After completing the reader page, the teacher
asked the students to listen to the phonic sound of the words and write it
down on the page. All the children enjoyed the activity and with the help of
their teacher they completed all the spellings given in the page.

Jovial Jr. KG
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CONCEPT

Legs, Unicycle, Bicycle, Motorbike And Scooter 

In this week we taught new concept of the Legs, Unicycle, Bicycle, Motorbike
and Scooter to our tiny tots. With the help of a ppt and videos, the teacher
explained the Jr. KG kids about the different kinds of transport and the rules
one should follow while walking or driving on the road. Our tiny tots enjoyed
the ppt and also discussed about their vehicles and specification about the
vehicles like wheels, brakes, helmets etc.

Toddlers Dictionary

Bicycle Motorbike Pedestrian

Unicycle License Brakes

Scooter Mechanic Helmet   
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Biscuit Traffic Activity 
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NUMBER READINESS

Ascending Order

This week in number readiness, the teacher revised the concept called
Ascending Order. With the help of a slate, first, the teacher revised the
concept and after revising gave one activity page to complete. Our tiny tots
actively engaged themselves in the activity. They completed the worksheet
without any help from the teacher or parents. All the kids enjoyed the
activity and also happily participated in giving answers to their teacher
while revising the concept.

Jovial Jr. KG



Ancient Wooden Wheel
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Size Fun Activity with Dough 
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ihndI

kxhanaI

ivaVaiqa-yaaoM kxao kxXaa maoM iSaiXakxa Wara kxhanaI kxao calaica~a kox maaQyama sao idKaayaa gayaa | ijasakox Antaga-ta

ivaVaiqa-yaaoM kxao paaOiYTk Aahar kxI jaanakxarI dI ga[- | [sa kxhanaI kxao ivaVaiqa-yaaoM nao baDo {tsaah ko saaqa

doKaa va saunaa, evama\ baccaaoM va iSaiXakxa nao paaOiYTk Aahar ko ivaYaya mao Aapasa mao vaataa-laapa BaI ikxyaa |

Jovial Jr. KG



LANGUAGE SKILL

Syllable Counting (Ocean Syllable)

We did the recapitulation of syllable counting with the help of clapping and
using the words which are familiar to the kids, like their own names and
marine creatures from the theme of the month; for example- Crab, lobster,
Octopus, Seahorse, Whale, Shark and other. They have also learned new
words from the reader of this month which helped in improving their
reading skill.

Toddler’s Dictionary

very deep clear

happy beautiful little

huge around near

Dazzling Sr. KG



MATH

Introduction to Graph

This week we introduced the children to a new concept of Graph with an
interesting activity. In their online class, we did an activity called ‘My Favorite
Food’, in which one by one each student participated and selected their
favorite food which helped the teacher to know the favorite food of the
class. She made the graph of it and showed to the children. She also
explained the page related to graph in their home extension .

Dazzling Sr. KG



Dazzling Sr. KG
CONCEPT

As per our theme of the month “Life in & around the Water”, we explored
another marine creatures like starfish and jellyfish. We informed the kids
that the starfish can only walk and crawl in the ocean or around the
seashore and the jellyfish can just move upwards in the water. The kids
also learned about the mammals who live in water and look like fish such
as whales and dolphins. They were also informed about sharks who are
the fastest swimmers and dangerous at times.



Tooth Brush Painting

Dazzling Sr. KG
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Dazzling Sr. KG
ihndI

‘P (  R )’ kxI maa~aa vaalaox Sabd

ivaVaiqa-yaaoM kxao iSaiXakxa Wara [sa saptaah kxXaa maoM ‘P’ kxI maa~aaxvaalaoxxSabdaoMxkxaoxxpaI.paI.TI kox Wara

bataayaaxgayaa | ijasakoxxAntaga-ta dao AaOr taIna AXaraoM vaalao Sabd jaOsao gaRh, maRga,xvaRYaBa, paRqak, AmaRta Aaid

SabdaoM kxI jaanakxarI dI ga[- |xevama\ ivaVaiqa-yaaoM nao SabdaMo kxa ilaiKata va maaOiKak AByaasa ikxyaa |



Parents are most cordially invited to share their talents

among students. Kindly contact the Coordinator for the

same.

Contact: Kamran Khavra 9879600030

Thank you


